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WIC Lecturer
Speaks on
Consumer
Culture
Dr. Lendol Calder discusses consumerism,
Christianity and more
during his visit to Covenant, leaving students
with questions.
by Gareth Jones
gareth.jones@covenant.edu

Dr. Lendol Calder, a professor of History at Augustana College in Rock Island,
Illinois, is better known
around here as “that guy
who ripped a dollar bill
in half during chapel.” He
came to Covenant to speak
at the 2010 Covenant College WIC Lectures. The
WIC lectures are a yearly
lecture series made possible
PHOTOS BY NATE CARL
by a gift from the group
Women in the Church
(WIC) of the PCA. Over a
three-day period he spoke
by Kaitlin Fender & Sam Belz
in chapel twice, and gave kfender@covenant.edu & sbelz@covenant.edu
three four-hour lectures
to those who had signed
Four days after the Haiti quake, sophomore
up for the class. His series Jane Travis, RA of Fourth Central, emailed the
bore the exciting title When RAs, urging them to help Haiti however they
Resistance Seems Futile: Fol- could. Through the Haiti booth in the Great Hall,
lowing Christ in a Consumer Saturday pancakes, a dance party, and a benefit
Culture, in which he spoke concert, students raised more than $5,000.
on the history of consumerSophomore Evangeline Wilkinson, RA of
ism in America.
Rowan, was inspired to do something of her
Dr. Calder showed him- own for the Haitians.
self to be an able speaker,
“When Jane sent the email, I knew there was
engrossing his audience mass destruction and all that,” said Wilkinson.
with his great story-telling “I knew I could easily be very disconnected and
ability and his dry humor. not even care because I don’t know anybody
“That guy could be a standup there. I knew it could be easy for me to ignore.”
comedian,” I overheard a
Wilkinson asked Bob Agee, who manages
girl saying to her friend as Chartwells at Covenant, to provide batter
for the pancake breakfast. When Chartwells
SEE CONSUMERISM PAGE 2
agreed to donate the batter, the Mac RAs

Freshmen Stephen Bates, Paul Smallman and Robbie Brown perform at Project Boaz. Enoch Elwell ‘10
(top-left) accepts donations for tents. Starbucks Rock City (bottom-left) was in attendance to supply coffee.

From Pancakes to Tents

In the past month, Covenant students have raised over $5,000 for Haiti relief efforts
and Amanda Afdahl, RD of Maclellan/Rymer,
decided that they would use building funds
to purchase the remaining items, including
toppings.
On January 30, Rowan girls served chocolate,
blueberry, and wheat pancakes with coffee and
orange juice. Those eating, who paid $2 to get
in, could look at paragraphs from the World
Relief website and articles about the disaster.
“Our hope was that people would stop more
than once and think about what’s going on
there,” Wilkinson said.
The response was beyond expectation. 100
people came from all over campus; outlets
shorted in the first thirty minutes. They made
over $300. All of the proceeds are going to
World Relief, according to Wilkinson, because
they’ve been in Haiti all along.
SEE STUDENT INITIATIVES PAGE 3

Ellie Henry ‘10 and alumnus David Henry perform
together at Project Boaz.
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Consumerism and Christianity
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

PHOTO BY ANNIE HUNTINGTON

Sophomore Robbie Brown enjoys some Great Hall
ice cream on a new sugar cone.

they exited chapel after his first talk. “I have
never spoken in a chapel before,” Dr. Calder
admitted at the beginning of his talks. I can
confidently say it was just as unique an experience for us listening to him.
Those who attended his three four-hour
lectures were given the opportunity to better understand the consequences of living
in “mammon’s territory,” as Dr. Calder put
it. Freshman Kara Gahagen speaks for us all
when she admitted that the lectures were
“exhausting” and that it was pretty hard to
stay focused for so long, especially for the
Friday evening and Saturday morning sessions. However, Dr. Calder kept our attention well, interspersing small group sessions,
discussions, and video clips throughout his
lectures. Professor of History Jay Green
described Dr. Calder as “a very thoughtful
man, who chooses his words carefully,” and
his lecturing powerfully demonstrated this
as he forced us to question our presuppositions about money, consumerism, and the
American Christian community.
Using the texts Land of Desire by William Leach and Walden by Henry David
Thoreau, Dr. Calder defined Consumerism,
gave an overview of its history in America, and considered the different critical
responses to consumerism that have been
presented in a particular literary genre

called Jeremiads. Finally, he presented the
question: “for the Christian, is resistance to
consumerism futile?”
In the end, I came away from the class
with many, many more questions than
answers. Dr. Calder even admitted that a
Christian response to Consumerism often
“will look like a horse rider in a circus who
is riding two horses at the same time. The
Christian must place his feet on two, often
contradicting truths, finding the essentials
and best of both and living them out together.”
Many people have said that his telling
of the story of Jon Salentio was one of the
most powerful chapels they been to in a
while. After he finished speaking I asked
him what he would have us take away from
this story. He answered by instantly stating that the story changed his life, “but not
because I instantly understood the story,
that is a life-long struggle. I want the story
to force you to question your presuppositions, to open your eyes and live life more
actively.” Seeking after the truth is just as
important as finding the answers.
Thus, I think junior Cassandra Hall put
it best when she said that the class was “inescapably thought-provoking.” If the only
legacy Dr. Calder leaves behind at Covenant is a ripped dollar bill and a series of
questions, then he will have succeeded.

Soft Serves News
Waffle cones boost Great Hall ice
cream demand.
by Adrienne Belz
adrienne.belz@covenant.edu

The soft serve machine in the Great Hall
mixes and dispenses nearly 50 gallons of vanilla
ice cream over a four day period. “I didn’t realize
I liked vanilla ice cream so much until I came
to Covenant,” said sophomore Dinah Steel. The
chocolate doesn’t tag along, either. Students
consume almost 30 gallons of the smooth brown
soft serve over the same time period.
Now with a continual supply of waffle sugar
cones, people seem to be piling even more ice
cream on their cones, according to Cameron
Mitchell, the head chef. Chartwells switched
to sugar cones at the beginning of the Spring
semester. One week Mitchell went back to
ordering the old cake cones and received lots of
complaints.
The sugar cones are a perk after switching
suppliers from PFG to Sisco. They are not more

expensive, according to Mitchell. The waffle
sugar cones are here to stay.
Freshman Paul Smallman enjoys this. He says he
likes to eat the cones but the ice cream gives him
a stomach ache. Sophomore Adam Lutz said, “I
didn’t always like to eat the ice cream at Covenant,
but now with the sugar cones I dab a little peanut
butter on top and everything comes together.”
Students have mixed views about the ice
cream. Freshman Mason Hodges, an avid softserve consumer says the ice cream is “more like
ice dream.”
On the other hand, some avoid the temptation
of the ice cream machine. “I like ice cream but
I don’t eat it all the time because it’s obviously
not the healthiest thing in the Great Hall,” said
freshman Sydney Peeler.
Others are not tempted at all. “If they had hard
ice cream, I’d eat it,” said freshman Sam Bestvater.
“The ice cream makes it easier to smile at the
Chartwells lady on the way out,” said freshman
John Drexler. “She may think I’m smiling at her,
but actually I am smiling because, you know, the
ice cream is so good.”

Faculty Quote of the Week

CARTOON BY ANDREW SHAUGHNESSY

Have a faculty quote you’d like to see published?
Email it to bagpipe@covenant.edu

“He [Milton] even writes about the sex lives of angels. And if that’s not a motivation to read Paradise Lost, I
don’t know what is...”

Prof. Bill Tate, CHOW II
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The Verdict
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No... to oversimpli-

fied generalizations
intended to flaunt one’s
intelligence.
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Chattanooga Hotspots

Tired of Yellow Deli? Looking for
somewhere new? Try one of these!

PHOTOS BY ARETHAS, STONE CUP, YELLOW DELI

to asking
good questions in class.

by Geneva Stegall
geneva.stegall@covenant.edu

When considering where to go for the evening, the possibilities should not be limited
to two options. The Yellow Deli and The
City Café are not the only destinations to
queue when venturing downtown. I submit to you that supporting locally-owned
and operated businesses is a viable, if not
preferable, alternative. Below are five local
“hot spots” that will leave you with your latenight fix and a satisfied stomach.
The Stone Cup [stonecup.com]: The mantra of this laid back environ is “Black as Hell,
Strong as Death, Sweet as Love.” which is
an old Turkish Proverb. Each day they bake
their own pastries (usually scones or cookies)
and serve breakfast and lunch options during
their respective hours of the day. On Sunday
through Thursday they are open from seven
a.m until ten p.m., and on Friday and Saturday they are open until eleven p.m.
Lupi’s Pizza [lupi.com]: Is frugality your
“thing”? A meal for $2.57 probably sounds
like an immaculate chorus of angels to your
penny-pinching ears. A single-slice, singletopping pizza at Lupi’s is exactly that price—
add water (free) and you may hear the harp
and lyre join in the refrain. Although they
are closed on Mondays, Lupi’s is open until
ten p.m. on Tuesdays and Thursdays, eleven p.m. on Fridays and Saturdays, and on
Sunday closing time is at nine p.m. There is
always a pleasant hum in the air that is inviting and the decorations inspire laughter—
definitely not a place to lug your textbooks.
Sluggo’s North Vegetarian Café: Sluggo’s
sports late hours, so for those Yellow Deli
fans out there, this could very well be your
anti-drug of choice. They are open Tuesday
through Saturday from until three a.m. each
night. This restaurant—yes, is completely
vegetarian—has filling food, something
which one may be pleasantly surprised with

(because as a generality, we do not expect
vegetables to be filling). The atmosphere is
laid back and relaxing, so studying is indeed
a possibility.
Pasha’s Coffee & Tea: Pasha’s is the only
Organic and Fair Trade espresso bar in Chattanooga; they are also the only coffee house
in Chattanooga to serve Turkish coffees, including their unique Halvah Latte. Pasha’s
serves breakfast and lunch all day long. On
Monday through Friday, this cozy coffee
bar is open from eight a.m. until nine p.m.
These may not be the hours of a night owl,
but the evening can be a productive time
and Pasha’s has the answer in its laid back,
comfortable interior.
Aretha Frankenstein’s: Crave breakfast at

ten or eleven in the evening? Kiss Waffle
House goodnight—in fact, do not even consider Waffle House—head over to Aretha’s.
Open until midnight every night of the
week, this is also a night-owl friendly joint.
The interior is an ideal location for a solid
hangout session for a group of three or four,
perhaps not an ideal study environ due to
the noise level and tight quarters, unless you
have a will as hard as diamond.
Keep your minds open to Chattanooga’s
restaurants because this list is not comprehensive; there are plenty of other local restaurants to be searched out and enjoyed.
However, the next time you consider what
to do when you go down the mountain,
think of these five locally-owned options.

Covenant’s Communication Design 2 class.
On February 6, Red Rave for Haiti, sponsored taught by adjunct art professor Ken McElrath.
by Carter Council and also spurred by Travis’ call “Brian [McKeon] asked my class to help him raise
to action, raised $129. Sophomore Stephanie awareness and unity through our design skills”
Sizemore, who helped organize the event, said, said senior Jess Gauley.
“We decided to throw a dance party in order to
Project Boaz, named for the biblical kinsman
both help support Haiti financially, but also to redeemer that aided Ruth, featured a tent for
serve our fellow students.”
the three aspects of the Haiti relief effort: “Pray,
Sizemore said the red theme was chosen Give, Go.” The Pray tent encouraged students
because of its significance in Haitian culture, to lift up Haiti in prayer. The Give tent received
and to remind students that “ultimately this isn’t money from students to give to Hope for
about us, it’s about serving other people.”
Haiti. Originally, the money was to support
On February 20, the Project Boaz benefit R3 International’s initiative to send 650 tents
concert, in collaboration with R3 International, to Haiti—Covenant wanted to send 100 of
raised $1,250. R3 International, directed by New those tents. However, the money will simply be
City Fellowship’s Brian McKeon, is the PCA’s donated to R3 International to use as they see fit.
disaster relief organization. They have dubbed The Go tent offered information to students who
their Haiti relief program “Hope for Haiti.”
would be interested in serving Haiti in the future,
The benefit concert was the brain child of when the country starts needing teams to help

rebuild the country. Tabitha Kapic participated in
this part of the event by staffing MedAir’s booth.
Senior Enoch Elwell stressed that Project Boaz
was “really a community event.” The top three
contributing halls—Second Central, Bloodfield,
and First Belz—received prizes that were donated
from local businesses, such as Public House,
Guthrie’s, Cafe on the Corner, and a Chartwells
pizza party. The Rock City Starbucks not only
donated the first prize, which was coffee and
pastries for an entire hall, they also showed up to
the concert, providing free coffee and tea.
Senior Jeremy Weber said, “Our class effort is
just to mobilize the Covenant community so that
they actually are aware of how they can help.”
For additional ways to help, visit r3international.
org and click “Hope for Haiti.” Also, consult your
local church; most churches are accepting checks with
“Hope for Haiti” in the memo.

Student Initiatives Raise Money for Haiti

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
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Where’s the Fun in Worship?
by Andrew Mollenkoff
andrew.mollenkoff@covenant.edu

PHOTO BY GARRETT REID

The Distribution rocks their soulcore sound in what
some are calling CAB’s best event of the year.

Love Slam was advertised as a fairly standard two band concert. The Tough Customers, a student band, opened for The
Distribution, a local Chattanooga band,
including Covenant alumni and students.
When the Tough Customers took the stage
the crowd was waiting to be impressed.
Most students remained seated and only
a handful stood on the dance floor. The
crowd’s general disposition towards the
Tough Customers seemed to be pretty unfavorable even though their talents deserved
better. The Tough Customers left the stage
to a round of customarily polite applause.
The crowd was still waiting to be impressed.
After a short break and some technical difficulties, The Distribution took the
stage. The atmosphere hadn’t changed too
much and the crowd still seemed apathetic.
The band’s first song was a huge success and
it didn’t take long for the crowd to get on
their feet and cram onto the dance floor.
The night pushed forward with soulful music that was entirely infectious and hard not
to enjoy. The band describes themselves as a

mixture of old school funk and ghetto soulpop. Most of the Covenant students present
had probably never heard The Distributions style but were happy they had been
introduced to it. The atmosphere had definitely become much more positive before
the band took a break.
John Drexler DJ-ed while the band took
a break. He definitely did a good job of
keeping the crowd excited and dancing. After the break, the band played all kinds of
funk and soul from James Brown to gospel
by James Ward. The Distribution really entertained instead of just playing a show. By
the end of James Brown’s “Get on the Good
Foot,” singer David McReynolds was on the
ground with his foot behind his head still
hitting incredibly high notes. The crowd
was not just entertained but also prompted
to interact and get just as excited as the
band. McReynolds had the crowd yelling
“hallelujah” and “Jesus.” By the end of the
show, The Distribution had played an encore and the crowd had still asked for more.
The Distribution definitely did not fail to
impress their crowd.
SEE DISTRIBUTION PAGE 5

Then Shall We
Venture All

TEXTBOOK
BUYBACKS
CHEAPBOOKS.COM

(925) BUY-BACK
Sell your textbooks
for cash!

Covenant College presents rare
Dutch playright’s masterpiece.
by Justin Johns
justin.johns@covenant.edu

After four years of watching plays directed by Camille Hallstrom, Professor of
Theatre and Film Studies, I have come to
expect near perfection, and while watching
her production Lucifer, I was in no way disappointed by the familiar technical mastery
and artistic clarity. As for the play itself, I
was treated to something completely unexpected.
I do not know what people are expecting from Lucifer, but what Hallstrom has
provided is something that Covenant College has never seen. Stylized costumes and
makeup, a set made of a series of platforms
(exquisitely used in Hallstrom’s staging),
and intricate lighting immediately create
a feast for the eyes. Hallstrom has taken a
truly gorgeous, though difficult, script and
has created a moving, emotional and even
spiritual experience for the audience. All
the while, she still remains true to the heavy
and monologue-prone text reminiscent of
classical Greek tragedy. Her sensitive staging and design are essential to understanding this intriguing story.

PHOTO BY COVENANT COLLEGE

Senior Kate Sarafolean plays the title role in
Covenant’s rendition of Lucifer for partial completion
of her senior project.
And what a story is told by this fabulous
cast. Senior Kate Sarafolean plays the title
role, Lucifer, for her Senior Integration
Project. She commands the stage with a
near flawless execution of one of the most
difficult roles I have ever seen. Her archangel counterpart junior Katie Jenkins
performs the role of Gabriel with equal
passion and technical mastery. These two
characters form an unshakable core around

which both sides of this heavenly war create
a world never seen before. Rebellious chiefs
Beelzebub, Belial, and Apollion, (senior
Zach McElrath, freshman Jordan Linkston,
and freshman Ann Jones) cunningly unfold
their plot to overthrow heaven, so that man
will not be exalted above them. Michael,
the celestial war hero, played by senior B.
SEE LUCIFER PAGE 5
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Lucifer a Success
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 4

“Please, accept the mystery”

Mitchell, brings reason and justice to the
fold and power to the stage. Rafael played
by junior Kevin Hartzell, movingly pleads
with Lucifer to repent. Uriel (senior Audrey
Brown), who appears later, passionately describes a beautifully choreographed battle
in the heavens. Even the chorus of angels
seizes the heart and mind, crying “Three
times holy” and fervently pleading for
God’s mercy and Lucifer’s repentance in a
scene that left many in the audience literally weeping.
Professor Hallstrom has transformed the
Sanderson stage into something that Covenant has never before experienced. One
and all would be foolish to miss this masterpiece of drama never before performed on
an American stage. Since the play is quite
rare, it is not likely that you will get this opportunity again. Hallstrom and her amazing cast and crew ventured all and delivered
greatness.

The Distribution
Rocks Love Slam
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 4
The excitement that the crowd showed
during the concert was interesting because,
I’m my experience, Christians don’t often
appear to get very excited about worship
music. The show definitely made me ask
some questions about worship music. Does
worship music become trivialized when we
play it along side secular music? Are we
truly worshiping God in settings where the
music is obviously entertainment and part
of a show? Is there a sense of taking glory
from God when we are so enthralled in
the performing bands music? I think those
questions are important but those are not
the only questions that should be considered. Covenant College generally has quite
subdued worship services. Should our worship services be more full of energy? Can
we as Christians say we are truly worshiping God when we mask our joy so much?
And why do we generally make it uncomfortable for those who would like to express
their joy outwardly? Why do we so rarely
have infectious joy in worship?
These are questions that have been asked
in the past but I think that they are such
important, and we cannot stop searching for their answers. The Distribution
definitely got something right by getting
people excited about worship music. The
Distribution seemed to submit some interesting and useful thoughts on worship but
in the end they are just a band, but a band
that played some really good funky grooving music and left all the questioning to us.

PHOTO FOCUS FEATURES

Coen Bros. New Film: A Serious Man
Dr. Scott Jones
scjones@covenant.edu

A Serious Man is about what it means
to be Jewish in the modern world. It is, as
are other movies by Joel and Ethan Coen,
quirky, hilarious, tragic, and often brilliant.
Its hero, Leo (Larry) Gopnik, is a Job-figure
who does his best to be a “serious man,” a
tsaddiq, but who still suffers an incredible
succession of random and senseless mishaps.
Larry is a college physics professor who believes that the math at which he is expert is
“how it really works.” Math is a “proof.”
But Larry is hardly in control of his life;
he is its victim. His son gets stoned at Hebrew school and at his Bar Mitzva and calls
him repeatedly to fix the television antenna.
His daughter steals cash from his wallet to
save up for a nose job. His live-in brother,
Arthur, seems to share his interests, as he
constantly doodles a “probability map of the
universe,” the Mentaculus. Yet later we find
that he is a gambler and a sodomist. Clive,
one of Larry’s physics students, is trying to
bribe him for a passing grade, while Clive’s
father threatens to sue Larry for defamation.
But Larry’s biggest problem is that his wife,
Judith, has decided to leave him for his longtime friend, Sy Ableman. Hoping to obtain
a ritual divorce, Sy and Judith pressure Larry
to move out of his own home and into a local motel, the Jolly Roger.
Hapless, Leo seeks counsel, and his utterances are poignant: “Everything I thought
was one way turns out to be another,” “Is it
wrong to complain?” “Why does [God] make
us feel the questions if he’s not going to give
us any answers?” In his pain, a friend reminds

him that Jews don’t have to figure it out suffers both when he has done no wrong and
alone, but have a “well of tradition” to draw when he finally does wrong. Life is simply
on. Unfortunately, the “well of tradition” that indeterminate and unpredictable. Knowlhe is offered by three rabbis throughout the edge is “mere surmise.” Meanwhile, his son
movie is not very deep. The inexperienced, is being ushered to a tornado shelter at his
young rabbi Scott Ginsler tells him that it’s school as a massive whirlwind approaches.
all a matter of perspective, an opportunity This image, reminiscent of Job 38, is where
to see things afresh, and that it is God’s will, the movie ends; the camera, aimed at the
whether he likes it or not. Larry repeats this tornado, goes out of focus. It seems to ofseemingly familiar sentiment: “The boss isn’t fer the audience a pictorial counterpart to
always right, but he is the boss!” Larry later the much more comic plea of Clive’s father:
pleads with his contemporary, Rabbi Nach- “Please, accept the mystery.”
ner, to tell him the meaning of what seem
A Serious Man succeeds brilliantly as a
to be mystical signs, including Sy Ableman’s penetrating portrayal of a modern Job. But
sudden death in a car crash, and that he, of it is not a biblical Job. The “righteousness of
all people, must now pay for Sy’s funeral. Job” which has captivated Jewish and ChrisNachner has no idea, and simply says that tian interpreters for centuries is completely
God doesn’t owe us answers; the obligation trivialized, if funny. When Larry pleads that
runs the other way. Maybe Larry’s pain, he he has done his best at being a tsaddiq, he
offers, is like a toothache that will eventually states desperately that he observes Shabsubside. Finally, he goes to Rabbi Marshak’s bas and gives his children a good breakfast.
office in desperation, but the rabbi’s secretary More to the point, as he says throughout the
says he is busy. From events later in the mov- movie, he “hasn’t done anything.” And Sy
ie, we might surmise that Marshak was listen- Ableman, who took Larry’s wife, is nonetheing to Jefferson Airplane. Is he really wise, or less remembered at his funeral as a “serious
is he just senile?
man.” “Serious men” are rational and logical,
The movie is a testimony against Newton’s like mathematicians, but they are also imthird law that “To every action there is al- potent or immoral. Wisdom comes neither
ways an equal and opposite reaction.” In the from the “great well of tradition,” nor from
one seemingly serendipitous moment of the the whirlwind. The only reliable thing—the
movie, Larry’s colleague intimates that he ultimate “proof ”—is the uncertainty princiwill receive tenure, despite the fact that he ple, which, as Larry tells his class in a dream,
has no scholarly publications. Immediately “proves that we can’t ever really know what’s
afterward, however, Larry succumbs to the going on.” Therein lies the tragedy of the
nagging temptation to change Clive’s failing Coen brothers’ A Serious Man, and they sucgrade in exchange for bribe money. At that ceed in making us laugh at it. Larry tells his
instant, he receives an ominous call from class: “Even if you can’t figure anything out,
his physician, asking if he can come in to you will be responsible for it on the middiscuss some x-ray results. Is this immediate term.” It is hilarious from the outside, but
retribution? That seems doubtful, for Larry if you are taking the test, it is not as funny.
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When God is Near: The Privilege of Pain
by Scott McKeon
scott.mckeon@covenant.edu

Pain. We’re designed to run from it.
It’s our body’s way of informing us that
something needs to change with our current
situation. We try to escape it whenever we
can. Even though the marines tell us “Pain
is weakness leaving the body,” we still
would rather be weak than deal with hurt.
But God calls us to hurt.
That’s not what we want though. When
we’re in the midst of struggle, what do we
hope for more than anything else? Usually,
it’s deliverance. When the fire around us
scorches our tender skin, we cry out for
salvation, not realizing that gold is only
refined in the flames. Pain is a privilege.
When do we reach for God with real
urgency? When do we come closest to lying
prostrate before our King? When we are
humbled, when we are broken, when we
are laid in the dust. Pain is an opportunity.
When it overtakes us we are confronted
with a choice: to lean on God, or to lean on

Upcoming events at and around Covenant
On Campus:
Campus Story Time Feb. 25, 7:30-10:30 p.m.
80’s Skate Night Feb. 26, 10:30 p.m.-1 a.m.
Tennis Scots Fan Day Feb. 27, 10 a.m. Prize for the best poster!
Lucifer Feb. 26, 8 p.m. and Feb. 27, 2:30 p.m.

Around Town:
ourselves and our own devices. This choice
is one of the most important ones we ever
make. It is the difference between falling
away and clinging to the cross.
When the world breaks us, we see more
clearly how helpless we are, how little we
can do for ourselves. It is times like these
that we hurl ourselves at the feet of God.
SEE PAIN PAGE 7

The Point Of The Knife: Part Five
by Elsie Marshall
emarshall@covenant.edu

Last week…Inspector Spratt accused Sir Eustace
of stealing his own knife. Sir Eustace offered to show
him where it was hidden, only to find that the knife
was again missing.
Inspector Spratt shut the door. “Sir Eustace Barrow, I must insist that you have a seat.” His voice
was firm, even stern.
“But I don’t understand!” Sir Eustace paced the
Blue Room, one hand on his hip, the other raking
his hair. “Inspector, I will confess everything I can.
Everything! But you must find it!”
“Sir Barrow, sit,” said Inspector Spratt. His eyes
were fierce. Sir Eustace sat. “Now, Sir Barrow, did
you, or did you not, steal your own knife?” Spratt
clasped his spindly fingers behind his back, and
bent his elongated form close to Sir Eustace.
Sir Eustace sighed. “I did.”
“Why?”
“Because I wanted to discover the thief.”
“No enigmas, please.”
“Remember the note? ‘Look to your own, the
thief is near’? I thought that by stealing from myself (which I hope you know is not really stealing),
and then by calling the police, I might deter the
would-be thief from carrying out his plan.”
Spratt nodded and contemplated the carpet.
“And of course in the process you have formed your
own opinion of the identity of the would-be thief.”
“Yes. John Hollingsworth.”
Spratt straightened and crossed to the window.
“Sergeant Commins didn’t find the knife during
his search of the house.”
“No,” said Sir Eustace. “I concealed it on my person until the search was complete, and then put it in
the vase.” He smiled. “Rather clever, don’t you think?”
Inspector Spratt ignored him. He took out his
pipe, lit it, and took a long pull.
Sir Eustace followed him with his eyes. “Inspector, what made you suspect me?”
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“You did. You’ve been very eager about this case.
In fact, you’ve been quite comfortable being in
charge of it. But if you’ve noticed, no one seemed
to know what the knife actually looked like, except you. Perhaps some one could have been lying, but I decided to take their word for it.”
“And not mine?” asked Sir Eustace with an
arch smile.
The Inspector smiled back. “Exactly.”
“But now what?” Sir Eustace asked.
The Inspector puffed. “I must confer with Sergeant Commins. Be completely silent on this new
development until you hear from me again. A
knife is not a harmless object. It has a sharp point,
you know. I don’t like this turn of events. Tomorrow I will propose a course of action.” He took
out his pipe and set it on the side table. “Hand
me that vase again.” Sir Eustace did so, and the
Inspector studied it. “It has water stains on the
inside,” he remarked. “Is this vase very valuable?”
“Oh no, or else it wouldn’t be stained!” said
Sir Eustace.
“Well, I must go talk with Commins,” said
Spratt. “Good afternoon.”
*****
Three hours later, Inspector Spratt remembered
something. He had forgotten his pipe. “Ah! I must
have set it down to examine that vase!” he thought.
Upon returning to Barrow Park, and receiving no
answer to his knock, he went in and hastened to
the Blue Room. The light was dim. Spratt noticed
a tea tray on the side table; its contents had obviously been used. Then he noticed a leg protruding
from behind a chair. He went to investigate.
And there was Sir Eustace Barrow, sitting
slumped on the floor, with a little puddle of blood
growing between his legs. Inspector Spratt pushed
the body back against the chair. A blue-handled
knife was lodged in the baronet’s chest.
Suddenly, Sir Eustace’s head lolled back and he
opened one eye.
“Inspector,” he said groggily, “Get this infernal
knife out of me.”

Chopin Celebration
Feb. 27, 7:30 p.m. @ Roland Hayes Concert Hall, UTC Fine Arts Center – FREE

6th Annual Black History Month Step Show
Feb. 27, 6 p.m. @ Memorial Auditorium

The Tivoli Theatre:
Dance Theatre of Harlem Ensemble Interactive Performance
Feb. 27, 8 p.m.

US-101 Heartstrings for Hope
Mar. 2, 7:30 p.m. Support St. Jude’s Children’s Research Hospital.

Hunter Museum of American Art
First Sunday of every month is free admission.
Exhibitions:
“Jellies: Living Art” May 15th (2009) - 26th, 2011
“Twenty Original American Etchings” Sep 21st (2009) - Dec 31st, 2010
“Themes of Identity” Dec 6th (2009) - Apr 25th, 2010
“Still Lifes from the Permanent collection” February 7 – April 25, 2010
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Biblical
Response
to Pain

Is Art in Worship Dangerous?

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 6
and finally admit that we cannot do it
on our own, that we must place ourselves
completely in His hands. There is some
truth in the words, “We are blessed in
brokenness.”
Here’s an idea: hope for hurt. What else
truly tears us away from our idols? Pain
tells us something is wrong, and often,
what is wrong is that something else has
become more important to us than our
Lord. Very often, pain is God’s reminding
us that He should be our only true desire.
In the words of a pastor I once heard, “Any
pain or disappointment in your life is
God’s loving hand on you, showing you
where you are not making Him your full
Hope and Stay.” Even if your pain is not
God tearing down an idol, perhaps it is an
opportunity to find your satisfaction and
hope even more fully in Him.
“Blessed are the poor in spirit, for theirs is
the kingdom of heaven.” (Matt. 5:3)
Sometimes it takes all our strength just
to stand up. Sometimes it is all we can
do just to live another day. What better
moment to cast ourselves on God? What
better place to run than the One who has
promised to sustain us and never let our
feet slip? God does not call out to us from
a place that has never felt what we feel.
God, our God, came to us. He sweated
blood, hung on a cross, and was forsaken
by the One He had put His only hope in.
Jesus knew pain. He stood among us.
Now, He calls to us, “Lay your hurt on
Me. I will sustain you.” He promises to
be enough. Life hurts, but He is faithful.
We are refined by fire. We are perfected
in pain. And one day, we will look back,
and we will say thank You, even for the
moments when it felt as though we were
being ripped apart. Because from the
vantage point of eternity, we will see God
drawing us nearer, and His power being
made perfect in our weakness.
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ecallender@covenant.edu

Several weeks ago, Chaplain Messner
spoke on the third commandment’s prohibition of the worship of images, expanding
the discussion beyond the usual sense of pagan idolatry to apply it to the use of, among
other things, the visual arts in worship, and
particularly sacred art. He concluded that,
although the use of art in worship is not
prohibited by Scripture, it nevertheless poses a danger because of our tendency to venerate images of God in place of God himself.
Thus the use of art in worship ought to be
safely kept to a minimum. While I agree
that there is a real danger in sacred art, I
must, however, respectfully disagree with
the Chaplain’s proscriptions on the use of
such art in worship.
While the third commandment expressly forbids worshipping any kind of image,
elsewhere the Bible seems to encourage the
use of art in worshipping God. The best example which comes to mind is the account
of the construction of the temple found in
I Kings 6 and 7. This account depicts the
visual arts incorporated into almost every aspect of the temple. The author describes not
only carvings of flowers and other plants,
but also statues of cherubim and bulls—all

placed within the temple of a God who forbade the worship of images. This seems to
suggest that God does not forbid the incorporation of the visual arts in the worship of
his people, though it does cause us to ask
the question of how then are we able to
make use of the visual arts in our worship.
While I am certainly not an expert in either the Solomonic Temple or in the theology or aesthetics of worship, I would like
to offer my opinions as to some of the roles
sacred art may play in our worship. In danger of stating the obvious, the first of these
roles, and the ultimate goal of all Christian
art, is the greater glorification of God. If the
scriptures are to be believed when they say
that all good things come from God, then
beauty, the artist’s ability to produce it, and
our ability to appreciate it, are all gifts of
God. Sacred art in particular highlights the
role of God in the production and appreciation of beauty, turning our eyes to the
source of the gift. Sacred art, therefore, not
only calls the people of God to worship, but
also is a form of worship itself.
Second, sacred art brings us to a remembrance of the gospel by causing us to relive
in visual form the history of redemption.
Confronted with an image of Christ’s passion
or resurrection, it is difficult not to reflect
on the work of Christ and on his power to

save. Since both words and the visual arts are
communicative media, pieces of sacred art
become sermons in stone, paint, or glass, delivering the gospel of Christ to us in a manner
not that unlike a verbal sermon. Indeed, in
some ways, sacred art communicates aspects
of the gospel more clearly than the words of a
sermon, aspects such as the terrible bondage
of sin and the joy of salvation.
A third role for sacred art, particularly
when used in church architecture, is to delimit a sacred space for worship as well as
to establish a visible presence of the body
of Christ in a community. When incorporated into the interior of a church, sacred
art creates a space separate from worldly
concerns, a place set aside for worshipful
contemplation and expression. Sacred art
proclaims that certain spaces are devoted
solely to worshipping God and to his work.
On a church’s exterior, sacred art visibly reminds of Christ’s presence through his body
in the community, acting as a witness to
the redemptive mission of the Church in
the world. In this way, sacred art is a visible
testament to the power of Christ to redeem
individuals and the world, which, after all,
seems to be one of the goals of the image of
God in us which Christ himself is redeeming and shaping as the divine author and
artist of our faith.

Thoughts?
Listen Up!
Live sessions from: Brandon Snipes & Morgan Bayer, John Michael Forman & Dave Connis
“Expanding Your Horizons” with Joe Dodd & Selah Kulp
“Eclecticity” from Karin Dahl
Tune in to hosts Zach Barnett, Brock Barber & Brett Roberts, Sam Townes, and Luke Mosher.
wklt.covenant.edu

Write for Perspectives
bagpipe@covenant.edu
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Covenant
Baseball
Walks Off
With Wins
semester and the temperatures neared 60 degrees,
Covenant pleased its fans with a thrilling home
stephen.moore@covenant.edu
opener, and then continued the excitement in
game two of the double header.
The smell of the grass.
Trailing 4-2 going into the final inning of
The crack of the bat.
game one, Covenant needed to put some runs
The pop of the glove.
on the board to avoid a 0-2 start to the seaBaseball season is officially underway.
son. Junior Brandon Hagopian provided the
As Major Leaguers report to sunny Florida and needed runs with one swing of the bat. With
Arizona for Spring Training, Covenant’s baseball a runner on first and one out, Hagopian got
team has braved the cold, rain, and snow and a hold of a fastball and hit it over the right
officially started their season. After having their field wall, the first of his two homers on the
opening games snowed out, the team opened day. This two-run shot sent the game to extra
last Wednesday at Berry College. Playing on a innings, where junior Luke Furuto finished off
rain-soaked field, Covenant made some costly the Mountaineers from Kentucky. After giverrors that led to a 10-5 loss. It did not help that ing up a run in the top of the eighth, CovCovenant had not practiced on a field in several enant again needed a run to avoid a loss. After
days, or that Berry was playing their eighth game singles from sophomore James Rollins and
of the season and was nearing mid-season form. junior Jared Carlson, Furuto launched a pitch
Covenant erased those memories this past week- to left center, and Coach Doug Simons waved
end while playing a double header against Berea the base-runners home. Senior Cody Baxter,
College. As the sun made a rare appearance this pinch-running for Rollins, scored with ease;

by Stephen Moore

Fielding practice at the Scots’ new Highlands
Park begins here with pitches from freshman
pitcher Daniel Boccella. Boccella (right), a
right-handed pitcher, practices his release
during a pre-season practice.
PHOTO BY GARRETT REID

Carlson, on the other hand, looked like Troy
Polamalu as he barreled through the catcher
for the winning run.
The momentum and excitement of the opener would continue as the Scots displayed more
power to open game two. After sophomore Demarius Johnson pitched a dominant top of the
first, striking out all three batters he faced, sophomore Harrison Fisher roped a home run to left to
lead off the bottom of the first, his second homer
of the day. Three batters later Furuto hit the
Scots’ fourth home run of the day, driving in two
runners to bring his RBI total to six. This early
lead would not stand, however, as the Mountaineers refused to go easily. Going into the final
inning, Covenant held an 8-6 advantage. Senior
Ty McTier was summoned to the mound with
no outs and the bases loaded, a situation that
all pitchers would like to avoid. After struggling
with control, McTier walked in two runners and
Covenant’s lead was gone, and with the bases
still loaded and still no outs, things were looking

bleak. McTier, however, found his control, and
after getting two pop-outs, struck out the final
batter of the inning to keep the score at 8-8. This
set the stage for more late-game heroics in the
bottom of the seventh. After the Scots loaded
the bases on three walks, Fisher hit a grounder to
third, bringing home freshman Sterling Witt for
the game-winning run.
“I was so proud of our guys for never giving up,”
freshmen starting shortstop Kurtis Wiles said of
the Saturday games. “We were faced with difficult situations several times, and our boys kept
coming through. Everyone played their part, and
the team really pulled together.” Speaking of the
large crowd in attendance, Wiles said, “Part of
the credit should go to the fans. It was exciting
to see so many people there to support us and I
hope they continue to come out.”
As the Scots gave us plenty of excitement this
past weekend, let’s continue to go out and support them, along with the softball team, in the
games to come.

Scots’ Move to the NCAA Necessitates new Staff
New Compliance Coordinator
helps Scots take their game to
new level

erything up correctly from the beginning,” said
Smialek. According to Smialek, there are numerous items to be covered in relation to coaches, current athletes, prospective athletes, scheduling, and
by Greg Steele
competitions,The Compliance Coordinator will
greg.steele@covenant.edu
assist with all of these.
Peterson has a lot of experience in the area of
Laura Peterson is not your usual addition to the compliance. She hails from Michigan TechnoScots’ athletic staff. Her position as Compliance logical University, where she was an intern in the
Coordinator is a new one that has been created Compliance Department. She has a Master’s Desince Covenant moved to NCAA Division III gree from Valparaiso University in Sports Adminstatus.
istration and she worked in their NCAA Division
“Isn’t this position just a waste of money?” some I Compliance department there while earning her
might ask, “Couldn’t money be used in more effi- degree. Laura played volleyball and basketball at
cient ways than hiring a compliance coordinator?” NCAA Division III Finlandia University.
According to Athletic Director Tami Smialek, the
Peterson’s main responsibilities at Covenant will
answer to both those questions is no.
involve assistance to coaches and players in com“The NCAA is new to our department and we pliance issues on a daily basis, and filing annual
will need to learn to do things differently as well reports with the NCAA and the Great South Athas to do new things. We want to do well with this letic Conference.
transition and we want to be sure that we set evThe coaching staff is all in agreement that Pe-

terson is an invaluable addition to Covenant’s athletic staff.
“The rules manual is 280 pages long, and if you
want to be a member of the NCAA, you must
comply with these rules,” men’s soccer coach Nathan Pifer commented. “The Compliance Coordinator will help us run a program that follows
these standards.”
Softball Coach Sara Russell agrees. “She allows me as a coach to have a point person here
on campus to check with on questions about the
NCAA rules concerning softball’s traditional and
non-traditional season, camps, and recruiting. She
also makes sure all my athletes stay in compliance
with eligibility.”
Men’s basketball coach Kyle Taylor says a compliance coordinator is absolutely necessary to
speed up the transition from the NAIA to NCAA
Division III and allow student athletes to engage
in post-season play, which is one of the benefits of
being in the NCAA.

“Without a compliance coordinator we would
be looking at a 5-6 year transition process,” Taylor
said. “Hopefully with a full-time compliance coordinator we will be able to make it in four years,
which means that there will only be one year’s
worth of student-athletes that will not have the
possibility of playing in the NCAA tournament.”
Members of Covenant’s Student Advisory
Committee (SAAC) are looking forward to Peterson’s assistance in athletes’ everyday lives.
“She will be the one we athletes can go to ask
about our academic eligibility at Covenant, as well
as whether or not we’re acting in compliance with
these new NCAA regulations,” SAAC member
sophomore John Hirte said.
Everyone seems to agree that Peterson is a wonderful addition to the Scots’ athletic department.
Her work will literally boost the Scots to a higher
level of play. Peterson is an essential part of a Covenant athletics program that is rising to new heights
and continues to strive to reach even higher goals.

